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Contents of the new proposal
Part A. Administrative forms: filled online, forms on data on the participants, legal declarations and
contact persons. Need PIC numbers to enter participants.
Part B and Annexes: filled as RTF (DOC) files, uploaded as PDF. Technical description of the project
with activities, work packages, costs. Use the Template downloaded from the system.
Part C. KPI indicators: filled online
Mandatory Annexes: detailed budget / participant information
Non-mandatory Annexes: as described in B forms
Excess pages will be made invisible and not available to the evaluators. Mandatory annexes and supporting documents do not
count towards the page limit.
Preparation and uploading of the files in the Submission System may take some time. Don’t wait until the end. Problems due to
last minute submissions (e.g. congestion, etc.) will be entirely at your risk.
Applications must be submitted before the call deadline. You can withdraw your application or make changes to it, provided this
is done before the call deadline. Submission of a new application overwrites the previous version.

Contents of the new proposal
A forms
Part A. Administrative forms: filled online

- General information (ACRONYM, title, duration, descriptors, keywords, abstract…)
- Participants (PIC number!!! all participants need to create an EU Login user account)
- Budget summary

-First information that you need to supply when registering your project profile on e-grant
-You will not be able to change: ACRONYM, PROJECT STRAND/TYPE, LEAD BENEFICIARY
-Other information you will be able to change afterwards

Contents of the new proposal
B forms and Annexes

Content of B forms
we will discuss later

PDF max 120 pages, 20 MB

2

XLS max 10 MB
PDF max 10 MB

1

PDF max 10 MB
PDF max 10 MB
PDF max 20 MB
PDF max 10 MB
PDF max 10 MB
PDF max 10 MB check if KPI included

3

Contents of the new proposal
Other info
Part C. KPI Indicators (open with Chrome!)
Applicants should check, when submitting their full proposal, that the final full proposal PDF includes the KPI Part C data.
If this is not the case, then there is a technical IT problem and applicants should upload the KPI PDF file to their proposal
annexes and inform the Funding & tenders portal IT
Do no rely only on mandatory KPIs, but add «Other project specific KPIs», to better illustrate your impact

Contents of the new proposal
Other info
Mandatory Annexes:
Detailed Budget ()
Participant Information (template available with B annexes)

Non-mandatory Annexes: as described in B section

Mandatory annexes XLS max 10 MB
Mandatory annexes PDF max 10 MB

Non Mandatory annexes

Details on personnel
costs are not to be
included in the
detailed budget table
but instead:
- The effort in manmonths should be
detailed per work
package and by
participants in part B
- In the part A
budget, the total
consolidated amount
for personnel costs
should be inserted
per beneficiary.
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QUESTIONS?
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B forms: max 120 pages
Relevance. Impact. Implementation. Resources. Other. Declarations

B form – general instructions
Character and page limits:
page limit: 120 pages
supporting documents can be provided as an annex and do not count towards the page limit
minimum font size —Arial 9 points
page size: A4
margins (top, bottom, left and right): at least 15 mm (not including headers & footers).
Important notes
Do not use hyperlinks to show information that is an essential part of your application.
If you attempt to upload an application that exceeds the specified limit, you will receive an automatic
warning asking you to shorten and re-upload your application.
Do NOT delete any instructions in the document.
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RELEVANCE

RELEVANCE
1.1. Background and general project objectives
Problems and needs to be addressed in the project = clear and quantified description of the
conservation issue and threats - explain clearly the nature conservation problem targeted by the
proposal, with quantified data
Describe the starting point (baseline) = background information

Location / sector where the main activities of the project will take place and justify that choice
Habitats, species directly targeted (population size, conservation status, % cover per project
Natura sites
Previous conservation efforts
General project objectives: link with SPACE FOR NATURE or SAFEGUARDING OUR SPECIES
Quantify!

RELEVANCE
1.1. Background and general project objectives
EXAMPLE:
Xeric and calcareous grasslands 6120* - conservation status Unfavourable bad/declining (U2-).
This habitat covers 900 ha in Latvia. The conservation status of the habitat is
Unfavourable/bad/declining, as reported in the Article 17 report (2013). Latvia holds 47% of the
total coverage of habitat 6120* in the Boreal region. Tāpat par 6210* un 6530*….
Threats: [piemērs] Overgrowing as a result of abandonment of grasslands is the key threat for
habitats 6120*, 6210* and 6530*. Ca 70% of these habitats located in Natura 2000 sites are not
managed. Abandonment of land is usually triggered by: 1) difficult access to land; 2) low income
from the land; 3) globalisation of the agriculture resulting in abandonment of smaller land plots.
As a result of abandonment, the grasslands are overgrown with expansive and invasive species,
bushes and trees. We will address 270 ha of these habitats with the project.

RELEVANCE
1.2. Specific project objectives
Describe the specific objectives of your project (clear, measureable, realistic and achievable within the
duration of the project).

Your objective must be a concrete answer to the environmental problem(s) targeted
Link your objectives with general LIFE priorities, by using key-words, where possible:
INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES, METHODS AND APPROACHES FOR EU POLICY IMPLEMENTATION,
KNOWLEDGE BASE, BEST PRACTICES AND NATURA 2000
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF EU LEGISLATION AND POLICY
DEPLOYMENT OF SOLUTIONS, INTEGRATING INTO OTHER POLICIES, MOBILISING INVESTMENTS

RELEVANCE
1.2. Specific project objectives
EXAMPLE:
Restore habitats and improve the conservation status on 1320.5 hectares of EU priority habitats 6120*,
6210*, 6230*, 6270*, and 6530*, by applying best-practice and testing pilot and restoration methods.
Because the problem is a decrease of habitat areas and bad conservations status.
Establish a long term sustainable management (grazing) system on the restored priority grassland areas
1320.5 ha, integrate them into farming practices and set up the mobile grazing units. This is response to
problem of lack of management capacity.
Prepare the recommendations for improving the conservation status and grassland connectivity by
assessing the coverage and quality of priority grasslands in Natura 2000 network in Latvia, preparing
recommendations for RDP and identifying the “hotspots” for restoration and protection measures. This is
a response to poor connectivity of grasslands.

RELEVANCE
1.3. Compliance with LIFE programme objectives and call topic
Explain how the project contributes to the specific objectives of the LIFE Programme and the sub
programme targeted by the call

Indicate the call topic to which your proposal relates, and explain how the proposed project
addresses the scope of the topic
Check for links with the below specific objectives of the sub-programme ‘Nature and Biodiversity:
1. to develop, demonstrate, promote and stimulate scale up of innovative techniques, methods and approaches
(including nature-based solutions and ecosystem approach) for reaching the objectives of the EU legislation and
policy on nature and biodiversity, and to contribute to the knowledge base and to the application of best practices,
including through the support of the Natura 2000
2. to support the development, implementation, monitoring and enforcement of EU legislation and policy on nature and
biodiversity, including by improving governance at all levels, in particular through enhancing capacities of public and
private actors and the involvement of civil society, also taking into due consideration the possible contributions
provided by citizen science

3. to catalyse the large-scale deployment of successful solutions/approaches for implementing EU legislation and policy
on nature and biodiversity, by replicating results, integrating related objectives into other policies and into public and
private sector practices, mobilising investment and improving access to finance.

RELEVANCE
1.4. Concept and methodology
Describe the overall intervention logic of the project, including the main idea and assumptions
(i.e. how are the proposed activities and steps of your project expected to lead to the intended
changes in terms of outcomes and impacts).
Explain the methodology, i.e. the main tools, techniques, methods and procedures you will use
to implement the technical part of your project. Justify why the proposed methodology is the
most suitable for achieving the project’s objectives.

METHODOLOGIES might be worth grouping per Work Packages:
RESTORATION / COMMUNICATION/ DEMONSTRATION / XXX

RELEVANCE
1.4. Concept and methodology
EXAMPLE Intervention logic:
1. To restore the grasslands, we will apply the best-practice and will test pilot restoration
measures. Those will include seed transfer, removal of overgrowth and mulching, topsoil
transfer, xxx.
2. To set up the management system, we will work on setting up the grassland management
structures for grazing. LFN will set up mobile grazing units – an innovation for Baltics and a little
known method for the whole Boreal region. Those will be set to work, grazing in “difficult
grasslands”, i.e. priority grasslands that have been abandoned due to difficult access,
fragmented ownership structures etc.
3. To improve the conservation status and connectivity, we will prepare the grassland
connectivity model that will be used as a guide for project restoration actions and to produce
the recommendations for adjusting the Natura 2000 network and recommendations to the
Latvian RDP for the planning period after 2021.

RELEVANCE
1.5. Upscaling results of other EU funded projects
Explain if and how the proposal builds on or up-scales results of other EU funded projects.

- Analyse all the other projects dealing with similar topics, in particular H2020
- The connection must be direct and must be demonstrated

Important for BONUS points in AWARD criteria

RELEVANCE
1.6. Complementarity with other actions
Explain how the project is complementary to other regional, national or international
initiatives/activities/projects. How will it integrate the results from these other actions?

- Describe the complementarity paying particular attention to avoid the overlapping of the
project foreseen action
- Respect to Regional/National pay attention to demonstrate complementarity in all the EU
countries involved in the project

RELEVANCE
1.7. Synergies and co-benefits with other LIFE sub-programmes
Describe synergies with other LIFE sub-programmes (Nature and Biodiversity, Circular Economy
and Quality of Life, Climate Change or Clean Energy Transition). Describe spillover effects (cobenefits) in addition to those targeted by the project. If possible, quantify the contribution.
Identify the activities/tasks that address these policy objectives of other LIFE sub-programmes.

Important for BONUS points in AWARD criteria

RELEVANCE
1.8. Synergies and co-benefits with other EU policy areas
Describe the synergies and positive spillover effects (co-benefits) with other EU policy areas (for
example agriculture, health, civil protection, jobs and growth, etc.). If possible, quantify the
contribution.
Identify the activities/tasks that address these other EU policy objectives.

- Use the project KPI also to demonstrate the project impact on the other relevant policy: jobs and
growth, health…
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IMPACT

IMPACT
2.1. Ambition of the impacts
Identify and quantify the effects of the project (during the implementation and up to 5 years
after its end).

Be specific and provide only information about impacts that are a result of your project. The
impact of other projects should not be taken into account.
Wherever possible, use quantified indicators and targets.
Note: In addition to the description above, include quantified indicators in Part C of the
application forms (both horizontal KPIs for the LIFE programme as well as any specific KPIs
relevant to the proposal). Check for consistency with information that you include in C forms!
The quantified effect must be related to the baseline provided in the section 1.1 Background
and general project objectives

IMPACT
2.1. Ambition of the impacts
EXAMPLE:
Restored and improved habitat quality and conservation status on 1320.5 hectares of EU priority
habitats 6120*, 6210*, 6230*, 6270*, and 6530* during the project.
Long term sustainable management system established on 720.5 ha of the priority grassland
habitats, by integrating grasslands into the daily farming practices of project partner farms.
Long-term sustainable grazing management of “difficult grasslands” ensured on 600 ha, and on
300 ha/year after the project, by using the mobile grazing units.
Recommendations for improving the conservation status and grassland connectivity prepared
and submitted to the Ministry of Environment, identifying the “hotspots” for restoration.

IMPACT
2.2. Credibility of the impacts
Show the steps of your calculations and base yourself on the activities mentioned in your work
plan.

Justify and substantiate the baselines, benchmarks and assumptions you used, making reference
to relevant publications, studies or statistics.
Try to use the same methodologies for calculating impacts (avoid using different methodologies
for each partner, region or country).

IMPACT
2.3. Sustainability of project results
Describe your strategy to sustain the project’s results after the EU funding ends. Consider the
following aspects:

- How will the project impact be ensured and sustained? Which tasks will you carry out during
the project to ensure that?
- Which parts of the project should be continued or maintained? How will this be achieved and
which resources will be necessary?

Obligation to maintain ecological effect of the project activities for at least 30 years after the
project end.

IMPACT
2.3. Sustainability of project results
EXAMPLE [fragment]:
The after-LIFE management for the restored grasslands will be funded by RDP or farm’s own
business activities. The information on the necessary funds, their sources and potential of RDP
will be assessed in detail in the process of compiling the plan (project action F.2). The
commitment to continue with the activities established in the project for at least 30 years will be
included in the Partnership Agreements with project farms, along with their confirmation on
implementation of the After-LIFE plan, to ensure the long-term permanence of the project
results. Demonstration farm (E.2) will continue operating as a demonstration farm also after the
end of the project. LFN will continue using the farm as platform for our communication activities
on farming issues.

IMPACT
2.4. Exploitation of project results
Do you foresee other ways of exploiting the project’s results (e.g. utilisation in further research,
in developing / creating / marketing a product or process, in creating / providing a service, in
standardisation activities etc.)? Who are the targeted users?
Note: Don’t forget to include the activities in the mandatory Work Package for Sustainability,
replication, and exploitation of project results.

IMPACT
2.5. Catalytic potential: replication and upscaling
Describe the potential for the results to be replicated in the same or other sectors or places.
Which factors might favour or limit the replication?

Describe the potential for the results to be up-scaled by public/private actors or through
mobilising larger investments or financial resources. What is the coverage and size of the
market? Who are the potential users of the results?
Describe the strategy and tasks to multiply the impact of the project (during implementation or
afterwards). How will its main actions and results be replicated elsewhere?

Note: Don’t forget to include the activities in the mandatory Work Package for Sustainability,
replication, and exploitation of project results.
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IMPLEMENTATION

IMPLEMENTATION
3.1. Work plan
Provide a brief description of the overall structure of the work plan (list of work packages or graphical
presentation (Pert chart or similar)).
A work package means a major sub-division of the project. The number of work packages should be
proportionate to the scale and complexity of the project.
1. WP1 project management and coordination activities and all the activities which are cross-cutting and therefore
difficult to assign to just one specific work package
2. WPx. Mandatory work package ‘Sustainability, replication and exploitation of project results’.
3. For Nature and Biodiversity: a mandatory work package WPX ‘Monitoring and evaluation’.

In addition, ensure your work packages cover also the following activities:
- dissemination and communication, including networking with other LIFE projects
- impact monitoring and evaluation
- reporting of KPIs in the LIFE KPI webtool within the first 9 months from grant signature and at the end of the
project

IMPLEMENTATION
3.2. Stakeholder input and engagement
Identify any key stakeholders outside the consortium that are required to ensure the success of
the project. How will you mobilise them to contribute to your project activities or participate in
these?
Annex Letters of support to demonstrate the type and level of commitment already secured (if
any).
For Nature and Biodiversity: If your project depends on support of the competent authority or
stakeholders, provide letters of support to show their commitment to the project.

IMPLEMENTATION
3.3. Work packages
Per each work package:
- Duration
- Lead beneficiary
- Objectives and expected results – link with project objectives and results
- Activities – what, how, where (tasks 1.1., 1.2 xxx)

- Milestones (major outputs) and deliverables (project outputs, not include minor sub-items, 1015 per project)
Mandatory deliverables:
dedicated project page on the beneficiaries’ websites / exploitation plan including replication component / business plan
including replication component / ‘After-LIFE Conservation Plan’ / extract of the project data from the LIFE KPI webtool
(month 9 and end of the project) / in case of land purchase, digital copies of the land register (with "conservation
clause")

IMPLEMENTATION
3.3. Work packages

IMPLEMENTATION
3.4. Timetable
YEAR 1

ACTIVITY
Q1
Task 1.1.
Task 1.2.

Task ….

Q2

Q3

YEAR 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

YEAR 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

IMPLEMENTATION
3.5. Impact monitoring and reporting
Describe your overall approach to monitor and evaluate the impact indicators during your
project. Ensure that you include specific tasks to monitor, evaluate and report impacts in the
work plan (section 2 of this template).

Applicants are expected to define, calculate, explain and achieve ambitious and credible impacts
in terms of conservation benefit, ensuring at the same time long term sustainability and
replication (see sections 2 and 9 of the Call document).

IMPLEMENTATION
3.6. Communication, dissemination and visibility
Define your target audience(s). Describe the planned communication and dissemination
activities to promote the action and its results and maximise the impact (to whom, which
format, how many copies, etc.).
Clarify how you intent to reach each target audience, and explain the choice of the
dissemination channels.
Describe the methods and indicators (quantitative and qualitative) to monitor and evaluate the
outreach and coverage of the communication and dissemination activities and results.
Describe how the visibility of EU funding will be ensured.
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RESOURCES

RESOURCES
4.1. Consortium set-up
Consortium cooperation and division of roles (if applicable)
Describe the consortium composition. How will all the partners together bring the necessary
expertise?
In what way does each of the participants contribute to the project? Show that each has a valid
role and adequate resources to fulfil that role.
Fill out the Participant information (annex) with more details on the participants and their
project teams (key staff)..

RESOURCES
4.2. Project management
Describe the management structures and decision-making mechanisms within the consortium.
Explain how decisions will be taken and how regular and effective communication will be
ensured.
Describe the measures and methods planned to ensure good quality, monitoring, planning and
control of project implementation.

RESOURCES
4.3. Green management
Describe the management structures and decision-making mechanisms within the consortium.
Explain how decisions will be taken and how regular and effective communication will be
ensured.
Describe the measures and methods planned to ensure good quality, monitoring, planning and
control of project implementation.
If possible, include some of the mechanisms recognized by the EU, e.g.:
•the internal and external respect of the sustainability criteria (as Green Public Procurement),
•the calculation of the project environmental footprint
•The green environmental management systems (e.g. EMAS)

RESOURCES 4.4. Budget
Details on personnel
costs are not to be
included in the
detailed budget table
but instead:
- The effort in manmonths should be
detailed per work
package and by
participants in part B
- In the part A
budget, the total
consolidated amount
for personnel costs
should be inserted
per beneficiary.

RESOURCES
4.5. Risk management
Describe critical risks, uncertainties or difficulties related to the implementation of your
project, and your measures/strategy for addressing them.
Indicate for each risk (in the description) the impact and the likelihood that the risk will happen
(high, medium, low), even after taking into account the mitigating measures.

Uncertainties and unexpected events occur in all organisations, even if very well-run. The risk
analysis will help you to predict issues that could delay or hinder project activities. A good risk
management strategy is essential for good project management.
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QUESTIONS?

Award criteria
RELEVANCE

AWARD CRITERIA

Minimum
pass score
10

Maximum score

Weighting

20

1
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IMPACT

10

20

QUALITY

10

20

RESOURCES

10

20

1

BONUS 1 Synergies with other LIFE sub-programmes

2

1

BONUS 2 Outermost regions

2

1

BONUS 3 Upscaling the results of other EU projects

2

1

BONUS 4 Exceptional catalytic potential

2

1

BONUS 4 Transnational cooperation

2

1

TOTAL:

55

90-100

1.5

1

AWARD CRITERIA 1

Relevance (0-20 points)
Relevance of the contribution to one or several of the specific objectives of the LIFE Programme
and the targeted sub-programme
Extent to which the proposal is in line with the description included in the call for proposals,
including, where relevant, its specific priorities
Concept and methodology: soundness of the overall intervention logic
Extent to which the proposal offers co-benefits and promotes synergies with other policy areas
relevant for achieving environment and climate policy objectives.

AWARD CRITERIA 2

Impact (0-20 points)
Ambition and credibility of impacts expected during and/or after the project due to the activities,
including ensuring that no substantial harm is done to the other specific objectives of the LIFE
Programme
Sustainability of the project results after the end of the project

Quality of the measures for the exploitation of project results
Potential for the project results to be replicated in the same or other sectors or places, or to be
up-scaled by public or private actors or through mobilising larger investments or financial
resources (catalytic potential).

AWARD CRITERIA 3

Quality (0-20 points)
Clarity, relevance and feasibility of the work plan
Identification and mobilisation of the relevant stakeholders
Appropriate geographic focus of the activities

Quality of the plan to monitor and report impacts
Appropriateness and quality of the measures to communicate and disseminate the project and its
results to different target groups

AWARD CRITERIA 4

Resources (0-20 points)
Composition of the project team - in terms of expertise, skills and responsibilities and
appropriateness of the management structure
Appropriateness of the budget and resources and their consistency with the work plan
Transparency of the budget, i.e. the cost items should be sufficiently described
Extent to which the project environmental impact is considered and mitigated, including through
the use of green procurement. The use of recognised methods for the calculation of the project
environmental footprint (e.g. PEF or OEF methods or similar ones such as PEFCRs/ OEFSRs) or
environmental management systems (e.g. EMAS) would be an asset
Value for money of the proposal
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Q&A

Questions
Q: KPI: How to choose right key performance indicators? How to decide how many of them to include?
Mandatory (form C) / Non mandatory

Questions

Q: What kind of
communication activities are
most attractive to project
reviewers?

Q: Are LIFE-2021-SAP calls only one stage, i.e. in Part B of the
application it is not necessary to complete those parts which do
not apply to stage 1 (eg 3.3, 3.4, etc.)?
Or does one stage mean that everything must be completed?
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WHERE TO LOOK FOR INFORMATION?

https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/life-calls-proposals_en

https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/life-support-applicants_en
Award Criteria: Call Document item 9
LIFE regulation https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32021R0783
LIFE Work programme 2021-2024 https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/life/wpcall/2021-2024/wp_life-2021-2024_en.pdf
Model Grant Agreement https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/life/agrcontr/mga_life_en.pdf
Call document https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/life/wp-call/2021-2024/callfiche_life-2021-sap-nat_en.pdf
Online Manual https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/funding-tenders-opportunities/display/OM/Online+Manual
Standard application form https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/life/tempform/af/af_life_en.pdf for information only. Download the version for filling in on the e-grant platform after you have
registered your project
FAQs: https://cinea.ec.europa.eu/life/life-support-applicants_en#ecl-inpage-1377
Videos: The new LIFE programme & type of projects / The new LIFE Programme - Calls & evaluation criteria

LIFE Key Performance Indicators / Applying successfully for LIFE: The financial side
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GOOD LUCK!

